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Question: 1  

Your customer has a hybrid aggregate Sybase cube. They want to be able to model what-if 
scenarios with hypothetical data and are considering using the Sandbox dimension. 
Which two statements represent correct functionality of the Sandbox dimension? 

 
A. Using the sandbox dimension has storage overhead that would be required to replicate 
data from the base environment. 
B. The sandbox dimension has one base member and multiple sandbox members. 
C. Initially, the state of each sandbox member is #missing. 

D. When you submit changes to a base member, changes are seen and stored in each 
sandbox member. 
E. After working in the sandbox environment, you can commit changes to the base 
environment or even to another sandbox target. 

 

  Answer: B, E  

Explanation: 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/analytics-cloud/adess/testing-changes-
sandbox- dimension.html 

 
 

 

  Question: 2  

Which action cannot be employed to split one Data Set column containing data with 
hyphenated strings (in the format of xxx-xxx) into two columns? 

 
A. Edit the Data Set and select the Create option from the hyphenated column's action menu 
to invoke the Expression Editor. Use the String functions to parse and extract the string 
preceding the hyphen. Repeat for the text following the hyphen. 

B. Edit the Data Set and select the Split option from the hyphenated column's action menu. 
C. Edit the Data Set and select the Edit option from the hyphenated column's action menu to 
invoke the Expression Editor. Use the String functions to parse and extract the string 
preceding the hyphen. Repeat for the text following the hyphen. 

D. Edit the Data Set and select the Group option from the hyphenated column's action menu 
to create two new groups for each element. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 3  

Which statement Is false about log files generated by Oracle BI Analyses? 
 

A. The log file is not accessible via the repository Administration client. 
B. Catalog Manager provides rapid access to the log file. 

C. An Analysis that references two fact tables will generate two database-specific SQL 
queries in the log file. 
D. The log file can be accessed via the Fusion Middleware Control. 

 

  Answer: A  
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  Question: 4  

Which of the following cannot be done with Data Visualization to shape stories? 

 
A. Visual canvases can be resized and the Auto Fit setting can be disabled. 
B. Enhance narrative transition by rearranging and/or hiding Insight canvases. 
C. Create filters to focus upon pertinent data points. 

D. Multiple projects can be combined into one project by clicking on the Share icon in the 
Narrate menu bar. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 5  

A customer wants to build a Block Storage (BSO) cube which has 8 standard dimensions 
and 2 attribute dimensions. 

 

How many dimension worksheets will the application workbook have? 
 

A. 10 dimension worksheets 

B. 12 dimension worksheets 
C. 8 dimension worksheets 
D. 9 dimension worksheets 

E. 1 dimension worksheet 
 

  Answer: E  
 

  Question: 6  

The data loads for your Sybase cube are taking many hours, due to which the cube is 
unavailable to the user for extended periods every day. You are assigned the task of 
optimizing the data load process. 
Which are four optimization steps? 

 

A. making the data source as small as possible by eliminating redundancy 
B. grouping the data source by sparse-dimension member combination 
C. positioning data in reverse order as the outline 
D. switching from multiple data fields to a single data field 

E. loading from the Essbase server 
F. using Parallel load 

 

  Answer: A, B, C, D  
 

  Question: 7  

Which two statements are true about a segment as defined in the Oracle Analytics Cloud 

machine learning functionality? 
 

A. It Is a component of the output from the Explain functionality. 

B. It Is a component of a data flow sequence. 

C. It is the resulting data set after applying a filter in a data flow. 
D. It is a statistically determined group of data points that may contribute to predicting the 
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value of an attribute of interest. 
 

  Answer: CD  
 

  Question: 8  

Select two correct editions of Oracle Analytics Cloud. 
 

A. Big Data Edition 
B. SaaS Edition 

C. Data Lake Edition 

D. BI Cloud Service Edition 
E. Standard Edition 

 

  Answer: CE  
 

  Question: 9 
  

A client is using Weblogic Embeded LDAP server for identity managment. When creating 
the Oracle Analytics Cloud service, credentials must be provided for the Oracle Analytics 
Cloud administrator. Which of the following is a valid password? 

 
A. ll-password_my 

B. my-(passwordll$) 
C. my-(passwordll#) 
D. my_password$ 11 

 

  Answer: C  
 

  Question: 10  

When you create a service, a diagnostics ZIP file is uploaded to your cloud storage 
location. Where can you find this file if your issue requires further diagnosis? 

 
A. Go to your cloud storage and locate the service_provisioning_failure logs folder. 
B. Go to your cloud storage and locate the service_failure logs folder. 

C. Go to your cloud storage and locate the service_provisionfng logs folder. 
D. Go to your cloud storage and locate the provisioning_failure logs folder. 

 

  Answer: C  
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